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Dave, Urmila—Nandl in Theory.   IffQ. XVII, pp. 359-369.
[772
Sanskrit dramas commence with a stanza or stanzas called nandi,
which is followed by the prelude. The writer explains the use and
significance of nandl.
De, S. K—[The gilappadikaram or The Lay of the Anklet]
by V. R. Bamachandra Dikshifcar, 1939. See ABIHI. II,
No. 780.	[773
"That it is one of the most valuable of the extant Sangam
works is beyond all doubt. In the learned introduction there is a
discussion of all relevant questions regarding the date of the work
(which is approximately to the second century A. D.)» its varied
features, its place in Sangam literature, its importance as a literary,
social, historical and religious documents, and the conditions under
which it was produced. The translation has the merit of bringing
before scholars, not familiar with Tamil, an extremely interesting
South Indian masterpiece in a readable form, but it also furnishes to
non-Tamil scholars an opportunity of utilising it as a source-book
for historical, sociological and other purposes. . . In every way it is
worthy of the reputation of the scholar whose contributions to the
study of South Indian history are already well known", TMR.
LXIX, p. 85.	- -
	The Dramas   ascribed   to Bhasa.   IHQ.   XVII,   pp.
415-429.	[774
Discusses certain plays attributed to Bhasa.
	 Some Satiric  Poems   in  Sanskrit   1C.  VIII,   PL 1,
pp. 1-8,	[775
Discusses a few erotico-comic and satiric poems in Sanskrit.
	 The Prose Kavyas of  Dandin,  Subandu and Bana.
In No. 1434, pp. 112-144.	"	[776
A study of the peculiar type of prose narrative, which the Sanskrit
theory includes under the category of Katha and Akhyayika, but
which accepts a broad interpretation*
Deodhar, C. E. Ed.—^^W^ (Sanskrit-English text) pp. 36,
Pub.: Editor, Ayurvidya Press, Poona, 1941.	[777
Vnibkangam, A mythological play regarding the fight between
Duryodhan and Bhima, attributed to Bhasa, is edited with introduction,
notes and translation.
Desai, B. I. Tr.—Tattvadnyan, (Gujarat! text). Royal 32mo.
pp. 266. Nirnaya Sagar Press, Bombay, 1941.	[778
Yajnyavalkya's dialogue with Maitreyi and Gargi, translated into
Gujarati.

